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Abstract
A large amount of today's communication occurs within data centers where a large number of virtual
servers (running one or more virtual machines) provide service providers with the infrastructure
needed for their applications and services. In this thesis, we will look at the next step in the
virtualization revolution, the virtualized network. Software-defined networking (SDN) is a relatively
new concept that is moving the field towards a more software-based solution to networking. Today
when a packet is forwarded through a network of routers, decisions are made at each router as to
which router is the next hop destination for the packet. With SDN these decisions are made by a
centralized SDN controller that decides upon the best path and instructs the devices along this path as
to what action each should perform. Taking SDN to its extreme minimizes the physical network
components and increases the number of virtualized components. The reasons behind this trend are
several, although the most prominent are simplified processing and network administration, a greater
degree of automation, increased flexibility, and shorter provisioning times. This in turn leads to a
reduction in operating expenditures and capital expenditures for data center owners, which both drive
the further development of this technology.
Virtualization has been gaining ground in the last decade. However, the initial introduction of
virtualization began in the 1970s with server virtualization offering the ability to create several virtual
server instances on one physical server. Today we already have taken small steps towards a virtualized
network by virtualization of network equipment such as switches, routers, and firewalls. Common to
virtualization is that it is in early stages all of the technologies have encountered trust issues and
general concerns related to whether software-based solutions are as rugged and reliable as hardwarebased solutions. SDN has also encountered these issues, and discussion of these issues continues
among both believers and skeptics. Concerns about trust remain a problem for the growing number of
cloud-based services where multitenant deployments may lead to loss of personal integrity and other
security risks. As a relatively new technology, SDN is still immature and has a number of
vulnerabilities. As with most software-based solutions, the potential for security risks increases. This
thesis investigates how denial-of-service (DoS) attacks affect an SDN environment and a singlethreaded controller, described by text and via simulations.
The results of our investigations concerning trust in a multi-tenancy environment in SDN suggest
that standardization and clear service level agreements are necessary to consolidate customers’
confidence. Attracting small groups of customers to participate in user cases in the initial stages of
implementation can generate valuable support for a broader implementation of SDN in the underlying
infrastructure. With regard to denial-of-service attacks, our conclusion is that hackers can by target
the centralized SDN controller, thus negatively affect most of the network infrastructure (because the
entire infrastructure directly depends upon a functioning SDN controller). SDN introduces new
vulnerabilities, which is natural as SDN is a relatively new technology. Therefore, SDN needs to be
thoroughly tested and examined before making a widespread deployment.
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Sammanfattning
Dagens kommunikation sker till stor del via serverhallar där till stor grad virtualiserade servermiljöer
förser serviceleverantörer med infrastukturen som krävs för att driva dess applikationer och tjänster. I
vårt arbete kommer vi titta på nästa steg i denna virtualiseringsrevolution, den om virtualiserade
nätverk. mjukvarudefinierat nätverk (eng. Software-defined network, eller SDN) kallas detta
förhållandevis nya begrepp som syftar till mjukvarubaserade nätverk. När ett paket idag transporteras
genom ett nätverk tas beslut lokalt vid varje router vilken router som är nästa destination för paketet,
skillnaden i ett SDN nätverk är att besluten istället tas utifrån ett fågelperspektiv där den bästa vägen
beslutas i en centraliserad mjukvaruprocess med överblick över hela nätverket och inte bara tom nästa
router, denna process är även kallad SDN kontroll.
Drar man uttrycket SDN till sin spets handlar det om att ersätta befintlig nätverksutrustning med
virtualiserade dito. Anledningen till stegen mot denna utveckling är flera, de mest framträdande torde
vara; förenklade processer samt nätverksadministration, större grad av automation, ökad flexibilitet
och kortare provisionstider. Detta i sin tur leder till en sänkning av löpande kostnader samt
anläggningskostnader för serverhallsinnehavare, något som driver på utvecklingen.
Virtualisering har sedan början på 2000-talet varit på stark frammarsch, det började med
servervirtualisering och förmågan att skapa flertalet virtualiserade servrar på en fysisk server. Idag
har vi virtualisering av nätverksutrustning, såsom switchar, routrar och brandväggar. Gemensamt för
all denna utveckling är att den har i tidigt stadie stött på förtroendefrågor och överlag problem
kopplade till huruvida mjukvarubaserade lösningar är likvärdigt robusta och pålitliga som
traditionella hårdvarubaserade lösningar. Detta problem är även något som SDN stött på och det
diskuteras idag flitigt bland förespråkare och skeptiker. Dessa förtroendefrågor går på tvären mot det
ökande antalet molnbaserade tjänster, typiska tjänster där säkerheten och den personliga integriten är
vital. Vidare räknar man med att SDN, liksom annan ny teknik medför vissa barnsjukdomar såsom
kryphål i säkerheten. Vi kommer i detta arbete att undersöka hur överbelastningsattacker (eng.
Denial-of-Service, eller DoS-attacker) påverkar en SDN miljö och en singel-trådig kontroller, i text och
genom simulering.
Resultatet av våra undersökningar i ämnet SDN i en multitenans miljö är att standardisering och
tydliga servicenivåavtal behövs för att befästa förtroendet bland kunder. Att attrahera kunder för att
delta i mindre användningsfall (eng. user cases) i ett inledningsskede är också värdefullt i
argumenteringen för en bredare implementering av SDN i underliggande infrastruktur. Vad gäller
DoS-attacker kom vi fram till att det som hackare går att manipulera en SDN infrastruktur på ett sätt
som inte är möjligt med dagens lösningar. Till exempel riktade attacker mot den centraliserade SDN
kontrollen, slår man denna kontroll ur funktion påverkas stora delar av infrastrukturen eftersom de är
i ett direkt beroende av en fungerande SDN kontroll. I och med att SDN är en ny teknik så öppnas
också upp nya möjligheter för angrepp, med det i åtanke är det viktigt att SDN genomgår rigorösa
tester innan större implementation.

Nyckelord
mjukvarudefinierat
nätverk,
överbelastningsattack, multitenans

nätverkssäkerhet,

överbelastningsattack,

distribuerad
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1 Introduction
Software-defined networking (SDN) is an emerging computer networking paradigm. The term itself
has only been around for a couple of years. SDN moves the focus to software from the hardware, by
separating the control plane of today’s routers and routing switches and moving this control plane to
(centralized) software. SDN enables network administrators to manage and operate the network via
abstraction of the lower level functionality within the Open Systems Interconnection model (OSImodel).
Our initial task was to find the most significant security risks when implementing SDN within one
of TeliaSonera’s data centers and to suggest how to manage and/or mitigate these risks. After our
literature study and meetings with our advisers at TeliaSonera the most critical security risks in an
SDN environment that were identified were Distributed Denial of Serivce (DDoS) attacks and overall
multi-tenancy issues. However, because SDN is not (yet) widely implemented it is hard to come to
definite conclusions.
The rest of this chapter describes the specific problem that this thesis addresses, the context of the
problem, the goals of this thesis project, and outlines the structure of the thesis.

1.1

General introduction to SDN

SDN offers a dynamic approach to networking by separating (decoupling) the control plane and data
forwarding plane of network devices. The data plane is responsible for the actual forwarding of the
data packets through the network using the paths chosen by the control plane. The control plane
realizes the intelligence of a network. When the control plane is implemented in the hardware of a
device (e.g. a router) forwarding decisions are based upon matching entries in a routing table stored in
the router’s memory. The entries in this routing table are based upon information about the network’s
topology. Routing can utilize static routes, where network administrators explicitly program routers to
use a certain path to reach a certain destination within or outside of the network that they administer.
Alternatively, dynamic routing uses dynamic routing protocols* to generate entries in the routing
table. In the case of dynamic routing protocols, the routers within the network help one another by
spreading network topology information, thus making it possible to for each router to decide how to
forward packets along suitable paths through the network. In addition, there are multipath routing
technologies, such as FabricPath - described in Section 2.3.4.
By decoupling the data and control planes routing decisions can be centralized and made by
software, rather than decentralized decisions at every router within the network. In SDN, the network
is controlled through an application-programming interface (API). This API enables innovation and
offers new possibilities for configuring, managing, and optimizing the network for specific flows of
traffic. This in turn offers great opportunities for controlling and adapting the network to meet
specific needs during everyday usage.
The separation of the control- and data plane introduces a need for some protocol to support the
communication between these two planes. One such protocol is called “OpenFlow”. This protocol
which will be described in more detail in Section 2.1. Dan Pitt, Executive Director of the Open
Networking Foundation describes OpenFlow as:

"OpenFlow, as a standard, lays the foundation for a new network software discipline, working
towards a high-level language that will make networks as readily programmable as a PC" [1]
There are numerous benefits of SDN for both users and managers of the network. For example,
the network could operate more effectively as the network manager can prioritize certain data packets
in real-time via the SDN controller, thus optimizing data flows and exploiting the flexibility of SDN to
use alternative paths for other traffic. Using these alternative paths reduces the latency of some of the
traffic at the cost in increased latency for other traffic. Additionally, using these alternative paths
distributes the load over a larger number of paths, thus potentially allowing the network operator to
delay scaling up their physical network, reducing their capital expenditures.
SDN provides an API making the network programmable. This ultimately enables applications to
be aware of the network, and enables the network to be aware of the needs of applications. Both of
these enable improved automation and controlling of the network and traffic flows. This API improves
*

Such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) or Routing Information Protocol (RIP).
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the use of existing resources and allows greater innovation in the future, bringing the rate of evolution
of networks (and network protocols) closer to the rate of software development.
Today's data centers are built using a large number of different network devices for routing, load
balancing, switching, etc. Because many companies employ a multiple vendor strategy for their
purchases, the network consists of a heterogeneous collection of devices, i.e., with different devices
produced by different manufacturers. The diversity of devices increases the complexity of
configuration and management because there are generally vendor specific APIs to take into
consideration. This requires either a network management solution that can deal with each of these
different APIs (such as Tail-f Systems Network Control System [2]) or use of SDN where the
configuration is done through a centralized API and standardized for the whole network.

1.1.1

The security issues

Systems are becoming increasingly complex. This complexity in turn has led to increased risk and
severity of bugs and errors in implementations. This complexity increases with virtualization within
networks, as increasing numbers of traditional hardware functions are realized by software. This puts
a large amount of pressure upon programmers to deliver flawless software solutions. Additionally, this
pressure is increasing due to the business trend toward cloud computing.
A major advantage of software realizations of functionality is that this software can be rapidly
deployed to a large number of computers, thus enabling the functionality to scale up or down to follow
demand. Unfortunately, a corollary to this is that a single exploit in the software could affect a large
number of users and their personal & data integrity. An example of such an error in software, is the
programming mistake resulting in the Heartbleed-bug discovered in OpenSSL. This error allows
anyone to access and steal information which should be protected by encryption technologies (such as
SSL/TLS)[3].
One of the most common types of security problems today is denial-of-service attacks (DoS). A
DoS attack denies requests from legitimate users being served by the target of the attack. The main
goal of a DoS attack is to make the victim’s service unavailable, hence the victim will be unable to
provide the expected service to its customers. For example, a DoS attack on a web server would make
the web service unavailable to legitimate user’s browsers. This is achieved by flooding the web server
with more requests that it can handle, thus interrupting and/or suspending the service provided by
this web server. DoS attacks have been carried out for political, economic, and malicious purposes.
For some examples of such attacks see [4] and [5].
Another security risk that is important to consider is the growing trend of employees bringing
their own devices, such as smartphones, tablets, computers, etc. to their workplace. This policy is
often referred to as Bring Your Own Device (BYOD). Allowing all these personal devices to connect to
the network increases the chances of a device internally infecting the network with malicious software.
Such an infection could lead to illegitimate access to sensitive information since these devices
frequently have access to sensitive company information.

1.1.2

Multi-tenancy

Today multi-tenancy is used more and more together with virtualization. Multi-tenancy means
multiple customers share a single hardware instance, often sharing the same network interface and
storage infrastructure. However, multi-tenancy can cause challenges for service providers as the
different customers are usually isolated by having their processing done in different virtual machines
(VMs) running on a hypervisor. In single-tenancy, customers are each assigned their own server and
storage within a data center. Today many customers who demand high availability and high security
for their operations require a single-tenancy solution. Moreover, there is always a risk of human error
and in a multi-tenant architecture; such an error could affect multiple users. For example, if an
attacker is able to circumvent encryption for a shared database in a multi-tenant service, then the
attacker would be able to access data of all the particular database instances of these users. Thus a
number of different customers could all be negatively affected at once[6].
An important characteristic of multi-tenancy is dynamic scaling. In addition to this scaling, the
service provider needs to be able to fulfill each customer’s specific service level agreement (SLA) and
guarantee isolation of each customer’s data from that of other customers. Today isolation is realized
on the networking layer by placing each customer into a specific virtual local area network (VLAN)
and on the server layer by running each customer’s computation in a VM.
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1.2

Problem definition

This thesis project began with a literature study to provide relevant background information about the
field and to give us a firm base to stand on as we moved ahead with this thesis project.
Defining our problem began with a case study agreed upon with our industrial supervisors at
TeliaSonera. The problem that was identified via this first case study is: How does a SDN controller
react to a DDoS attack and how to provide security in an SDN environment? The focus was to be on
how to manage and mitigate distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks on TeliaSonera’s data center
web-applications.
A second case study concerned how to establish trust amongst customers for multi-tenancy
services in an SDN environment, where everything is virtualized and the underlying hardware is
shared. This second case study also examined the major differences in how multi-tenancy is
implemented today in TeliaSonera’s cloud environment and how it could be implemented in a future
SDN environment.

1.3

Purpose

The purpose of this thesis project was to help TeliaSonera understand how they could exploit the
adoption of SDNs in their data centers. The advantages for them as a company are: (1) to decrease
capital expenditures by making better use of their existing infrastructure; (2) increase their ability to
manage the networking resources within their data centers; (3) reduce their energy and cooling costs,
as a smaller pool of servers can be shared in a multi-tenancy configuration; and (4) make the
advantages of their adopting SDN available to their customers (in terms of improved security,
reducing time to market, lower costs via scalability, and simplifying configuration and management).
As noted above, TeliaSonera’s customers will also gain from the adoption of SDN within the
datacenter. However, it is important that TeliaSonera properly address the security and multi-tenancy
issues so that their customers’ personal and data integrity & privacy can be ensured. If they are not
successful in addressing these issues, then the gains from adopting SDN will be reduced and they
would risk damaging their reputation if customers’ information were to be leaked or made accessible
to unauthorized parties, thus running a risk of losing current and potential customers.

1.4

Goals

The goals set up are organized into seven stages – listed in Table 1-1. Stages 1 through 4 led to
Chapters 1 and 2 and are based on the initial literature study. The remaining five weeks of the project
focused upon the two case studies and the problems identified in Section 1.2.
Table 1-1: The project’s seven stages

Stage 1

The Start: Identify a problem in cooperation with TeliaSonera. The output was a
draft project plan.

Stage 2

Project Planning: The output was a project plan with scheme, timetable,
milestones, objectives, etc.

Stage 3

Primary Data Collection: Literature studies and gathering of articles. Output of
this stage were the literature study and a final project plan.

Stage 4

Secondary Data Collection: Meetings with TeliaSonera to discuss the literature
studies and a guided tour of data center site.

Stage 5

Case Studies: Continuous discussions and interviews with TeliaSonera personnel
and insight on chosen case studies.

Stage 6

Draft version of the thesis.

Stage 7

Oral thesis presentation and submission of the final version of the thesis.
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1.5

Research Methodology

Our modus operandi (method of working) mainly consisted of gathering data via literature studies
and via consultation with TeliaSonera. Communication with TeliaSonera were expected to be the most
important source of information, while the literature studies would act as a complement to continued
discussions with TeliaSonera.
Interviews with professionals who deal with different layers of the OSI-model were conducted to
gain a broader view of the issues regarding multi-tenancy in the target environment. Their input
provided the backbone of our analysis. Simulation and testing of a SDN network, with a singlethreaded controller was benchmarked over the course of this project. This benchmarking was done to
gain hands-on experience with SDN.
The research methodology chosen for this project was a qualitative research methodology
(paradigm) because of its inductive and postmodernist nature. Consideration of the limited duration
and the overall size of the project, as well as the fact that SDN has not yet been implemented in
TeliaSonera's data centers, and our current knowledge about the field of interest were also taken into
account when selecting this research methodology. Based upon our initial literature study and our
meetings with TeliaSonera our understanding of the issues evolved, while our objectivity may have
been colored by the research and our own work in the field. We rejected the use of a quantitative
methodology, as it would have been a deductive and a non-value-loaded approach. Instead, we chose a
qualitative research methodology approach. This approach was expected to give qualitative insights
into the security issues of introducing a SDN into TeliaSonera's data centers for use with their web
services. However, our study should be followed up in a future project via a quantitative evaluation
after the implementation of SDN for these services has been completed.

1.6

Delimitations

One of the important limitations of this project was the limited duration of this project. This meant
that this project could only study the potential impact of a future implementation of SDN in
TeliaSonera's data centers - as this implementation has not yet been carried out and would not be
carried out during the period of our thesis project. An additional limitation was our lack of knowledge
concerning SDN, virtualization, and data centers when starting this project.
Out of scope for this thesis project is whatever happens outside of the data center’s site. In this
project, the focus of our attention is solely on security related issues within a SDN environment,
specifically DoS-attacks and how multi-tenancy is solved within a Software Defined Data Center
(SDDC). Together with TeliaSonera we chose these two security challenges, because according to them
these are the most likely to pose a threat to the company’s security. Therefore, other potential security
related problems were not considered in this thesis project.

1.7

Structure of this thesis

Chapter 1 contains the introduction, definition, and purpose of this thesis project, it also provides a
general and brief introduction to SDN and related security problems. Chapter 2 presents relevant
background information about SDN related technologies, related work, and what has been done
previously in the field of interest. Chapter 3 presents the methodology and process followed in this
project in more depth. Chapter 4 presents the analysis and results of our work. Chapter 5 summarizes
lessons learned and states our conclusions based upon the analysis in the previous chapter. This final
chapter also concludes with some suggestions for future work and comments on some of the social,
ethical, and sustainability aspects of this thesis project.
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2 Background
The overview of SDN given in Section 1.1 is a very generic and general view. Major networking
companies, such as Cisco, Alcatel-Lucent, Juniper, etc., support this approach to SDN. However, there
are some differences in how these companies attempt to meet the challenges and exploit the
opportunities provided by SDN.
Although VMware does not manufacture network devices, VMware is actively developing software
and services for cloud management and virtualization. VMware’s approach is based upon their NSX™
software that provides a virtual network and security platform. This software is distributed in each of
the hypervisors running on the computers in the data center. A hypervisor isolates the VM and
applications from the physical server. Applications running in a VM do not see any difference (other
than potentially more limited throughput) between the virtual network and the underlying physical
network. As a result, applications do not require any special configuration to run on the virtualized
network.
The NSX network hypervisor placed between the physical and application layer does not affect the
hardware in any way, facilitating hardware upgrades and exchanges. Whenever a data center owner
starts to run out of computing resources or storage capacity, NSX enables more hardware to be added
to the underlying physical network to provide increased scalability.
During a VMware seminar at TeliaSonera’s headquarters in Farsta on 13th February 2014,
VMware’s representative Andy Kennedy (and Amir Khan) spoke about VMware’s take on SDN and
SDDCs. Mr. Kennedy talked about how the functions that hardware provides today will be provided by
software in the future, thus the hardware simply provides computing-, network-, and storage capacity
– as the intelligence currently in many specialized devices is decoupled from the underlying hardware.
He also spoke about the provisioning times to set up services, such as VMs, as this provisioning time is
a critical issue for service providers. He presented how it was easy to perform configuration and
troubleshooting through a centralized API. He also discussed decreasing provisioning time and the
addition of new costs (these costs are associated with VMware’s plans for revenue generation).
The main driver for SDN is the emergence of cloud services. From a Juniper Networks’ point of
view they say, “Software defined networking is designed to merge the network into the age of the
cloud”. As a network equipment vendor Juniper Networks’ approach to SDN is obviously quite
different from that of VMware. Along with VMware and Cisco, Juniper Networks has also identified
the data center as an environment ripe for SDN implementation. Juniper is adapting to this by
shifting towards selling network equipment, but licensing their software separately, rather than selling
the network equipment with software as of today [7].
Cisco’s SDN solution is the Cisco Open Network Environment (ONE) architecture. This
architecture is expected to help networks to become more open and programmable. ONE builds on a
protocol called OpenFlow. Section 2.1 describes the OpenFlow protocol in detail.

2.1

OpenFlow: The first SDN standard

OpenFlow is often referred to as the first open standard for SDN. The Open Networking Foundation
(ONF) is a user-driven organization that strives for standardization and promotion of SDN. OpenFlow
enables interaction between the data forwarding plane and the SDN controller. For this environment
to work all of the devices, communicating with the SDN controller must be OpenFlow-enabled.
Several Cisco switching and routing devices support SDN and talk OpenFlow. Multiple vendors make
OpenFlow compatible devices, thus it is often unnecessary to invest in new hardware or feel restricted
to a specific vendor when implementing SDN.[14]
OpenFlow operates on layer 2 (the data link layer) in the OSI-model. An OpenFlow-switch
consists of flow table(s) and a group table. This information is used when forwarding frames (see
Figure 2-1). An OpenFlow device utilizes a secure channel to communicate with the SDN controller.
Through this secure channel, packets (i.e. containing an Ethernet frame - including frame header and
payload) and commands are sent using the OpenFlow protocol. The flow table consists of a set of flow
entries. Each flow entity consists of match fields, counters, and instructions. Frames arriving at the
switch are compared with the flow entries in the flow tables and if there is a match, then the set of
instructions in that flow entry will be executed. The frame might be directed to another of the switch’s
flow tables for further processing. This procedure is called pipeline processing. When the instructions
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do not (rre-)direct thee frame anym
more the pipeeline processsing has finisshed and thee action set asssociated
with thee frame is exeecuted. This execution
e
ussually forwarrds the frame
e on some intterface.

Figure 2-1
1:

An OpenFlow-switc
O
ch communicatting with an SD
DN controller over
o
a secure cconnection (SS
SL) via the
Open
nFlow protocol (a recreation ffrom Figure 1 of
o [15])

Figure 2-2
2:

ICMP Code

TCP/UDP/SCT
P dstport

ICMP Type

C /
/SC
TCP/UDP/SCT
P src port

IPv4 proto /
ARP opcode
IPv4 YoS bits

IPv4 dst

IPv4 src

MPLS traffic
class

MPLS label

VLAN Priority

VLAN ID

Ether dst

Ether src

Metadata

Ingress Port

Therre are 15 fiellds (shown in
i Figure 2-2
2) used when
n matching packets
p
agaiinst flow enttries. The
flow enttry could be more
m
or less specified to ccontrol the network
n
- dep
pending on h
how the field
ds are set.
If all fieelds are set, then the flo
ow entry wou
uld be very specific and
d cover only a narrower range of
possiblee frames. Creeating flow rules
r
coverin
ng a wider range
r
of inco
oming framees is also po
ossible by
setting tthe “don’t-ca
are-bits”; thiss is beneficiaal when therre is a need to
t limit the n
number of fllow rules
being created.

The fields
f
are used when matchin
ng packets with
h flow entriesa
according to th
he OpenFlow Sw
witch
Spec
cification versio
on 1.1.0 Implem
mented [16].

If th
he frame doees not match
h any flow en
ntry, i.e. a tab
ble miss occu
urs, then thee frame is se
ent to the
SDN co
ontroller oveer a secure channel byy including the packet-in message.. Depending
g on the
configurration of the switch, anotther alternattive would bee to drop the
e packet. How
wever, by de
efault the
frame iss usually sentt to the SDN
N controller vvia a packet-iin message to
o ask the SD
DN controllerr to make
a decisio
on about how to handle this specificc frame. A packet-in
p
con
ntains eitherr a part of th
he frame
header w
which by deefault is set to
t the first 1128 bytes or the entire frame
f
depen
nding on whe
ether the
switch ssupports inteernal bufferin
ng or not. If the frame ca
an be buffered, i.e. tempporarily store
ed within
the switch, then a bu
uffer ID willl be included
d with the pa
acket-in messsage. The SD
DN controlle
er should
send a p
packet-out an
nd/or a flow--modificatio n message. The
T packet-o
out message ssends the fra
ame out a
specified
d port on thee original swiitch. This pa
acket-out messsage must contain
c
a list of actions; otherwise
o
the fram
me will be dro
opped. If the
e entire fram
me was not seent from the switch to thee controller, then the
buffer ID
D will be reeferenced by the controlller in the pa
acket-out me
essage. Usin
ng this bufferr ID, the
original frame that triggered th
he correspon
nding packett-in will be forwarded
f
bby the switch
h via the
specified
d port.
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Alternatively, the controller might send a flow-modification message. The main purpose of this
message is to add, delete, or modify the tables in the switch. In the case of an incoming frame that lead
to a table-miss, the controller can send a flow-modification message to instruct the switch to add a
new flow entry in its flow tables so that this switch will know what to do with similar frame in the
future.
Each flow entry contains a timeout value. The idle timeout is a lower limit on the amount of time
an entry will remain in the table, if there is no activity within a certain amount of time then the flow
entry will be removed. The hard timeout is an upper limit, which indicates when the flow entry must
be removed regardless of activity.
Priorities for the matches of entries are also important, thus if there are multiple flow entries that
match an incoming packet, then the flow entry with the highest priority is used.[16] [O13]
Further details of this protocol can be found in:

http://archive.openflow.org/documents/openflow-spec-v1.1.0.pdf

2.2

Denial-of-service-attacks

Computer networking has come a long way, but even with today’s advanced network architecture,
there are vulnerabilities. DoS attacks are one of the most common security-related problems of servers
today. A DoS attack can be accomplished by several methods, but most of these attacks can be
categorized into one of three different methods: vulnerability attacks, connection flooding, and
bandwidth flooding.
Vulnerability attacks take advantage of bugs or exploits in the service at the server. In this way,
the service stops functioning and in the worst case, the server hosting the service could crash.
Connection flooding, also called TCP SYN flood attacks, occur when a large number of TCP
connection attempts arrive at the targeted server. The attacker causes these TCP SYN packets to be
sent, either by one source or by many sources*. When a TCP connection is being created, the client and
server exchange messages to establish a TCP connection before they send any data. The first packet
sent by the client has the SYN (synchronization) flag set and an initial sequence number. The server
allocates a TCP control block and sends a SYN-ACK (synchronization-acknowledgement) back to the
client along with the server’s SYN flag sent to indicate that it is sending its own initial sequence
number. The client would normally send an ACK (acknowledgement) back to server thus establishing
the TCP connection. If the last step of the procedure does not occur, there is a half-open TCP
connection. At some point the server will not be able to establish anymore connections until the half
open TCP connections are closed (thus releasing the storage associated with their TCP control blocks),
therefore all new legitimate connection establishment attempts will be denied.
Bandwidth flooding occurs when a large number of packets are sent (nearly) simultaneously by
the attacker (or by hosts controlled by the attacker) to the targeted host. The target’s incoming link
will be choked (i.e., all of the available bandwidth will be used up) and legitimate usage of the server
becomes constrained. In some cases, one attack machine is insufficient to cause sufficient damage. For
example, such a bandwidth flooding DoS attack would fail when the targeted server has an access
bandwidth much greater than the amount of traffic coming from the attacker. In this case, a DDoS
attack would be used by the attacker. In a DDoS attack the attacker creates a network, often referred
to as a botnet, by infecting multiple computers with viruses or Trojans. These infected computers are
often called zombie computers. The attacker can now have a much larger impact on the targeted
server because it can coordinate multiple zombies to generate traffic at a much higher aggregate rate.
Figure 2-3 shows an attacker and a botnet of zombie computers performing a DDoS attack on a data
center. Moreover, there is a problem detecting DDoS attacks, as it is not obvious that these multiple
sources are in fact intent upon attacking the victim. This is unlike a regular DoS attack where all of the
traffic is coming from a single source. When such as DoS attack occurs, one could simply block
packets from this source. Unfortunately, DDoS attacks are very common today, although mounting
such an attack is considered a crime in many countries. Note that it is very hard to defend against a
DDoS attack, as one cannot easily know which sources to block. To date there have been 2-3 major
DDoS attacks aimed at TeliaSonera’s data centers.

*

The later case in an example of a distributed DoS (DDoS) attack.
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Figure 2-3
3:

2.3

An atttacker and its botnet of zom
mbie computers
s performing a DDoS attack o
on a data cente
er
(insp
pired by Figure 1.25 on page 8
85 of [17]).

L
Layer two interconn
i
ections

Several different tecchnologies arre currently b
being used to realize laye
er two intercconnections. Some of
these aree described in
i the followiing subsectioons.

2.3.1

Network bridges

Network
k bridging can
c
be used
d to intercoonnect two or more LANs
L
or VL
LANs. This bridging
function
nality can utiilize a physiccal network bridge* or a virtual netw
work bridge.. As shown in
i Figure
2-4, brid
dges operate at layer 2. The
T bridged L
LANs are log
gically a single network ssegment, even though
they aree separate ph
hysical netw
works. Broadccast and mu
ulticast traffiic in a local area networrk (LAN)
place a b
burden on th
he network brridge and thee network ass a whole, thu
us it makes ssense to divid
de a large
network
k into smalleer segments, be they virrtual or physsical segmen
nts. An exam
mple of a briidge that
many ussers have at home is a Wi-Fi-enable
W
ed router. Th
his device ty
ypically acts a bridge bettween its
Ethernet interfaces and a wire
eless networkk interface, allowing bo
oth wired an
nd wireless users to
commun
nicate despitte being on different
d
phyysical networrk segments [8]. Note thaat because th
he device
realizes a bridged LA
AN an IP sub
bnet’s addressses can be used
u
by any combination
n of devices on
o any of
these seggments. Desspite the fact that we refeerred to the device
d
as a Wi-Fi-enabled
W
d router, with
h respect
to the lo
ocal network
k segments it is typicallyy configured to act as a bridge. From
m a security
y point of
view, it w
would be preeferable to configure thiss device as a router – so that the segm
gments are issolated at
the netw
work layer, bu
ut this would
d require morre complex configuration
c
n of the devicce by users†.

*
†

Such as a network sw
witch.
As usuaal security has been sacrifice
ed for user easse.
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Figure 2-4
4:

2.3.2

Bridg
ging two LANs (or VLANs) via
a a shared brid
dge entity on la
ayer 2

Multi-layerr Protocol Label
L
Switc
ching

Multi-laayer Protocoll Label Switching (MPLS
S) is a multtilayer protoc
col, often reeferred to as the “2.5
layer prrotocol” in th
he OSI-mod
del, i.e. it is in between the traditio
onal layer 3 routing and
d layer 2
switchin
ng layers. MP
PLS enables a variety of quality of seervice (QoS) features and
d traffic flow
ws can be
allocated
d to specific label
l
switche
ed paths to b
best utilize th
he current network capaciity.

2.3.3

Spanning Tree Proto
ocol

The Spaanning Tree Protocol (ST
TP) is a netw
work protoco
ol based on an
a algorithm
m developed by Radia
Perlman
n. The protoccol ensures lo
oop-free forw
warding in brridged netwo
orks by ensurring that therre is only
a single path active between
b
two nodes in a n
network, thuss preventing loops from ooccurring.

2.3.4

FabricPath
h

Cisco’s F
FabricPath provides
p
com
mmunication
n between tw
wo endpoint VMs. The pprocess startts with a
FabricPaath network
k switch enca
apsulating aan incoming Ethernet fra
ame inside a 16-byte Fa
abricPath
header ((as shown in Figure 2-5). When the E
Ethernet fram
me is about to
o exit the FabbricPath netw
work this
FabricPaath header iss removed an
nd the Ethern
net frame is forwarded.
f

Figure 2-5
5:

Cisco
o’s FabricPath header proced
dure.

As ssoon as the Ethernet fra
ame enters tthe FabricPa
ath network (node 1) it is encapsulated and
forwardeed through the FabricP
Path networrk based up
pon MAC-ad
ddresses wit
ithin the Fa
abricPath
network
k. The FabriccPath header is referred tto as the outeer MAC head
der shown in
n Figure 2-6 (listed as
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FP head
der). Whilst the encapsu
ulated layer 2 Ethernet frame forwarding inforrmation is called the
internal MAC (listed
d as iMAC be
elow). What is unique ab
bout FabricPath is that th
he FabricPatth header
includess some layerr 3 QoS funcctionality, su
uch as Timee-To-Live (TT
TL), at layerr 2. The hea
ader also
includess source and destination MAC addressses within th
he FabricPatth network aand a Forwarrding Tag
(FTag). The source address has fields for th
he source sw
witch’s ID, wh
hile the desttination addrress field
has a deestination sw
witch ID, and
d next a hop switch ID, called
c
subswiitch ID – as shown in Fig
gure 2-6.
The nexxt hop switch
h ID identiffies the nextt switch the frame will traverse on its way thro
ough the
FabricPaath network..

Figure 2-6
6:

FabriicPath header and its compo
onents

The FTag is useed to determine the path
h the frame should
s
take through
t
the FabricPath network.
The FTaag has a 10-b
bit FTag field
d, hence it h
has a range from
f
0 to 1023. This enaables the use
e of up to
1023 diffferent pathss through the
e network. A given FTag value is uniq
que within a FabricPath network,
thus thiss value doess not changin
ng during trransmission through the network (noor do the source and
destinattion field values change). This meanss that each network
n
device along thee path does not alter
the path
h chosen by the
t initial edge FabricPatth device tha
at encapsulatted the Etherrnet frame. The
T TTLfield preevents loops from
f
occurriing and this ffield is decreemented by 1 at every FabbricPath deviice as the
frame iss forwarded within the FabricPath
F
n
network. Thee subswitch ID is based upon the FTag field
value an
nd this determ
mines the pa
ath that a fraame travels through
t
the FabricPath n
network. No
otably the
subswitcch ID and FT
Tag are the only
o
fields thaat are altered
d in the outer MAC. FabrricPath uses the IS-IS
see:
details
link-statte
routin
ng
proto
ocol.
[6,,
8,
9]
For
further
http://ww
ww.packetm
mischief.ca//2012/04/17
7/five-functional-facts-a
about-fabriccpath/.

2.4

S
Solving mu
ulti-tenanc
cy in SDN

VLANs aare currentlyy widely used
d by service providers to
o isolate traff
ffic within th
heir data centers. The
VLAN crreates a logical cluster within
w
a physsical network
k, turning th
he physical n
network into multiple
virtualizzed networkss. Isolation is
i provided between theese separate VLANs, sin
nce the traffiic in one
VLAN d
does not see the traffic within
w
other V
VLANs due to the uniqu
ue VLAN-id for each VLA
AN. This
allows sservice providers, such as
a TeliaSonerra, to clusterr services an
nd applicatioons within th
heir data
centers. VLANs are also commo
only used to logically iso
olate traffic within
w
large networks wiith many
differentt traffic flowss, be the trafffic from in-h
house departments or extternal custom
mers.
The IEEE 802.11Q VLAN-tag
g includes a VLAN identtifier (VLAN-id) that is 112 bits in sizze, hence
12
work. This iss a problem that TeliaSo
onera has
there are 4096 (i.e. 2 ) unique VLAN-tags ffor each netw
ooks to solv
ve via impleementation of Virtual Extensible
E
L
Local Area Networks
N
encounttered and lo
(VXLAN
N). Details off VXLAN are described in
n Section 2.4..2.

2.4.1

VLAN

A VLAN
N is a layer 2 technology
t
th
hat enables iisolation of broadcast
b
tra
affic from VM
Ms. These VM
Ms can be
located o
on a single host
h
or on diifferent physsical hosts. Using
U
VLANss also allows VMs to be moved
m
to
another physical ho
ost within a datacenter oor Dual Data
a Center (DD
DC) withoutt interfering with the
VLAN co
onfiguration, i.e. there do
oes not need to be a chan
nge to the VLAN-id.
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TeliaaSonera usees VLANs to isolate servvices and ap
pplications in
nternally as well as exte
ernally to
customeers within th
heir data cen
nters. For eexample, in TeliaSonera Service (TSSS) e-mail, there
t
are
various VLANs used
d within spe
ecific areas, such as network area, front end ((web), and back
b
end
(applicaation). Additiionally, there
e are specificc VLANs for backup
b
and server
s
managgement.
The IEEE 802.1Q standard defines
d
VLAN
Ns on an Eth
hernet netwo
ork. This staandard descrribes how
Ethernet frames are tagged with
h a VLAN tagg, as shown in
i Figure 2-7
7. This stand
dard also deffines how
switchess and other network
n
devicces process aand handle VLAN
V
tagged frames alon
ng a path.

Figure 2-7
7:

An Ethernet frame with
w added VLA
AN tag

The 4 byte VLAN
N-tag consistts of a 16-bit Tag Protoco
ol Identifier (TPID). A 3-bbit User Priority Code
Point (P
PCP), 1 bit Drop
D
Eligible Indicator (D
DEI) - this bit
b is also known as the C
CFI-bit show
wn in the
figure. T
These two tog
gether with the 12 bit VLA
AN ID (VID)) make up the
e 16-bit Tag C
Control Informationfield (TC
CI). The TPID
D and TCI arre a total of 3
32-bits long.
The TPID field is by default set
s to 0x810 0 when an Ethernet
E
fram
me is VLAN ttagged. PCP indicates
the priorrity of the frame, with a system of diifferent priorrity levels ran
nging from 0 to 7 (as the
ere are 3bits). Trraffic is categ
gorized into voice,
v
video, audio, data, etc. and an appropriate PCI value se
et. DEI is
a one bitt field set to 0 or 1, wherre 1 indicatess that this fra
ame is drop eligible,
e
i.e., that this fram
me could
be dropp
ped t in the event of trafffic congestioon. For exam
mple, a VoIP frame contaaining audio or video
data migght be markeed as drop-elligible, indicaating that it could
c
be drop
pped if theree is congestio
on.
IEEE
E 802.1ad ex
xtends the sttandard VLA
AN tagging sttandardized via
v stacked V
VLANs. The idea
i
is to
stack mu
ultiple VLAN
N headers on
n top of eacch, and that way expand the numberr of availablle unique
VLANs. No extra functionality is added, oth
her than the obvious increase in the number of available
VLANs.

2.4.2

VXLAN

VXLAN is a layer 2 overlay
o
on a layer 3 netw
work. This alllows VMs on
n different IP
P networks to
o operate
as if theey were con
nnected to th
he same laye
yer 2 networrk. In the VX
XLAN-tag, tthe VXLAN Network
Identifieer (VNI) is 24
4 bits allowin
ng for a maxiimum of 16 million
m
(i.e. 224) unique ttags within a network
domain.. Each indivvidual layer 2 overlay iss called a VX
XLAN segment. Only V
VMs within the
t same
VXLAN segment can
n communiccate with onee another. The
T communicating VMss must use sa
ame VNI
and the same VLAN--id.
Wheenever a VM
M generates and
a sends a frame, VXLA
AN encapsullation takes place at the physical
host maachine’s hypeervisor or po
ossibly at a switch. As a result, the
e VM does n
not need any
y specific
VXLAN configuratio
on and it is unaware off the underly
ying VXLAN
N segment, h
hence the VM
M simply
inserts a destination
n MAC addresses as ussual (using either
e
IPv4 ARP or IPvv6 neighbor discover
mechaniisms). The encapsulation
e
n and de-enccapsulation process occu
urs at a so-caalled VXLAN
N Tunnel
End Poin
nt (VTEP). A VTEP is an endpoint an
nd can realizeed through hardware
h
or ssoftware. It is called a
tunnel eendpoint beccause the enccapsulation iis in effect frrom the send
der VTEP to the receiverr VTEP –
thus reaalizing a “VXL
LAN tunnel” between thee two end poiints.
Figu
ure 2-8 illusttrates the encapsulation and the addeed components inserted by the sender VTEP.
Since a VXLAN is an
a overlay running on ttop of a layeer 3 network
k it requiress both IP sou
urce and
destinattion addressees and MAC
C source and
d destination
n addresses for the physsical interfacce of the
destinattion interfacee. Note that the
t inner desstination MA
AC address sp
pecifies which
ch VM on the
e physical
host thaat the packet is intended for.
f The VTE
EP does VNI lookups
l
to se
ee if the com
mmunication is within
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the samee segment orr not. The VT
TEP also perrforms encap
psulate or de
e-encapsulatee as necessarry, hence
the VM is unaware of the unde
erlying transp
portation meeans. The (rreceiving) VT
TEPs* also sttores the
correspo
onding IP an
nd MAC add
dress mappin
ng informatio
on in a table
e, so that a rresponse paccket does
not need
d to be floodeed throughou
ut the networrk.[10]

Figure 2-8
8:

2.4.3

VXLA
AN encapsulatiion

Virtualization

Virtualizzation is an old
o concept within
w
comp
puter science, dating back
k to the main
nframes of th
he 1960s,
while th
he idea of virtual
v
mem
mory dates ffrom 1956. In these ea
arly virtual m
machines, engineers
e
partition
ned computing and mem
mory resourcces for use by
y different applications aand allowed multiple
operatin
ng systems to
o run on the
e same mainfframe (for ex
xample, supp
porting both
h an interactive timesharing system and one or more
e batch proceessing system
ms). In the ea
arly part of th
the 2000s virrtual PCs
and servver virtualiza
ation took offf in earnest. V
Virtualization has come a long way siince then, an
nd SDN is
the nextt step in thee virtualization revolutioon. The purp
pose of this virtualization
n is quite siimple: to
enable a physical ressource, for example
e
a ph
hysical serverr, to run multiple OSs an
nd applicatio
ons while
providin
ng isolation between
b
the separate VM
Ms. Virtualiza
ation makes the
t architectture easier to
o manage
and poteentially increeases the utillization of ph
hysical serverrs†.
Therre are two tyypes of diffe
erent server virtualizatio
on models (shown in Figgure 2-9): ba
are-metal
(also callled “native”)) and hosted. TeliaSoneraa servers run
ns an OS, mo
ost commonlyy Red Hat En
nterprise
Linux (R
RHEL) or Microsoft’s
M
Windows
W
Servver. On top of this OS a hypervisor software is running,
through this hyperviisor VMs are
e created. Th e hypervisorr also manages and operaates the VMss running
on top of it, ensuree they get th
he computin
ng and mem
mory resourc
ces they neeed to operatte. These
resourcees can be speecified throug
gh different S
SLAs with cu
ustomers. Am
mazon’s Elasstic Compute
e Cloud is
an exam
mple of anoth
her company
y that providees VMs to ex
xternal custo
omers with sppecific SLAs via their
own datta centers. Th
he SLAs specify that certtain levels off computing and memory
ry resources are to be
allocated
d for the cu
ustomer. The
ese resourcess are specifiied to and enforced
e
via the hyperviisor. The
customeer pays for th
he resources that are dynaamically allo
ocated for the
em at a pricee level related
d to their
SLA.

Figure 2-9
9:

Alternative server virtualization
v
sttacks

It is im
mportant to note
n
that multtiple VMs maay receive a given
g
frame, since VXLAN
N needs to su
upport the
broadcasst and multicasst semantics th
hat both Etherrnet and VLAN
Ns both suppo
ort.
† This in
ncreased utilizzation of phy
ysical servers is thought to
t be an important meanss of decreasin
ng energy
consump
ption, as runniing idle processsors also con
nsume energy, while truly id
dle servers couuld be powered
d down to
save a lott of energy.
*
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Each
h of these tw
wo alternative
e virtualizatiion stacks ha
as an OS thatt actually reaalizes the VM
M. On top
of this O
OS the custo
omer specific application
ns are run. The
T differen
nce between these two models
m
is
whetherr the hyperviisor runs on another OS (referred to as the hoste
ed server virttualization model)
m
or
whetherr the hyperviisor runs dirrectly on the hardware (rreferred to as a native-hyypervisor sta
ack). The
native hyypervisor mo
ode is genera
ally thought tto be faster and
a more sca
alable.
The left-hand fig
gure in Figu
ure 2-10 illusstrates a non
n-virtualized model (i.e., a traditiona
al model)
with thrree physical servers tha
at are 5% too 30% utilizzed. Figure 2-10 shows two server models,
virtualizzed (multi-teenant) and a traditional single-tenan
nt approach. The three pphysical serv
vers have
been rep
placed by one physical se
erver runningg three VMs in the virtua
alized modell. The total utilization
u
of the sserver capaccity thereforre is 55% ((the grand total
t
for the
e three phyysical serverrs in the
non-virttualized mod
del). As a result of using tthis virtualizzed model, th
he other twoo physical serrvers can
now be used to supp
port other ap
pplications oor if there arre no other applications
a
they can be powered
down to save energyy.

Figure 2-1
10:

A non-virtualized model
m
(Tradition
nal Model) and
d Virtualized Mo
odel, without re
regard to type of
o server
alization
virtua

In a data centeer, such as TeliaSonera’s
T
s DDCs, VM
Ms are running on iden
ntical racks of
o server
hardwarre as well ass on a homo
ogenous phyysical netwo
ork. Today issolation is m
mainly done through
VLANs, with VLAN tags unique to a specificc customer. This
T
has beco
ome a probleem due to th
he VLANtag field
d only being 12
1 bits, as this limits a daata center to a maximum
m of 4096 uniique VLANs.. Amazon
has solveed this probllem by mean
ns of VLAN sttacking (as described
d
earrlier in Sectioon 2.4.1).

2.5

C
Cloud com
mputing se
ervice mod
dels

There aare three different
d
clou
ud computiing service models: Infrastructure--as-a-Service
e (IaaS),
Platform
m-as-a-Servicce (PaaS), an
nd Service-aas-a-Service (SaaS)].
(
The
ey are depen
ndent on one
e another
since IaaS is the fou
undation on which PaaS
S and in turn
n, SaaS are built.
b
These different mo
odels are
describeed below baseed upon the description iin [11].
IaaS
S, also referrred to as Ha
ardware-as-a--Service (Ha
aaS), is the backbone
b
forr every type of cloud
environm
ment. It consists of netw
working equip
pment, stora
age devices, and
a computiing resources. In this
model tthe providerr owns, maiintains, and
d operates the
t
infrastru
ucture for th
heir custom
mers. The
customeer pays the cloud
c
provid
der to run an
n operating system of th
heir own chooice along with
w
their
choice o
of application
ns on top off the underlyying hardwarre provided by the proviider. An IaaS service
providerr can providee different se
erver virtualizzation stackss. TeliaSonerra is an IaaS--provider.
PaaS
S refers to a model where
e the cloud sservice provider providess a platform ccomplete witth one or
more too
ols and diffeerent program
mming langu
uages for theeir customerss to build th
heir own appllications.
These ap
pplications are
a then deliv
vered to userrs. Barium an
nd TeliaSonera are both P
PaaS-provide
ers.
In th
he SaaS servvice model the
t customerr of the clou
ud service prrovider conttrols only ap
pplication
specific settings in the
t user inte
erface. As a rresult, the cloud
c
service provider m
must create and run a
specific service that is
i made available to end customers. Facebook
F
is a SaaS provid
der.
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2.6

C
Cloud Enviironments
s

There arre different approaches
a
to
t cloud dep
ployment. In this section
n, we will desscribe three of these:
public clloud, privatee cloud, and hybrid
h
cloud
d.
A prrivate cloud is
i best suited
d for large coompanies wiith the competence to opperate and maintain
m
a
data cen
nter. These companies often have legacy app
plications tha
at are incom
mpatible wiith cloud
environm
ments provid
ded by IaaS providers.
p
Ad
dditionally, many
m
compa
anies do not w
want to mak
ke certain
of their data availab
ble to others. Storing dataa in your ow
wn private clo
oud means th
hat your con
ntrol over
this dataa is guaranteeed and that all
a the securiity processess are visible.
A pu
ublic cloud is
i the dual of a private ccloud. A pub
blic cloud dep
ployment is best suited for small
companies without the
t capital orr competencee to operate and maintain their own data center. By using
a public cloud they rent
r
computing and storaage from a clo
oud providerr.
A hyybrid cloud combines
c
a company opeerated and maintained
m
prrivate cloud ((that interna
ally offers
some resources) with
h an IaaS (th
hat providess some extern
nal resourcess). For exam
mple, storage could be
spread o
over the diffferent cloud environmen
nts with the location of specific data
ta determine
ed by the
required
d level of seccrecy and th
he availability
ty of sufficient resourcess. Typical leggacy applications are
best suitted for the private
p
part of
o the cloud. Moreover, using
u
cloud computing
c
reesources enables data
and proccessing to eff
ffectively share and transffer utilization of differen
nt resources aamongst the different
cloud en
ntities, thus allowing a company
c
to aavoid sharin
ng critical bu
usiness appliccations and sensitive
data witth a third-pa
arty – while gaining thee advantagess of cloud co
omputing forr other partss of their
operatio
ons.
Figu
ure 2-11 illusstrates the id
dea of a hyb
brid cloud. The
T cloud orrchestrator iis not necesssarily an
applicatiion with a co
omplete overrview of the different clo
oud entities and
a resourcees, but rather a set of
rules forr data, computing, and ap
pplication m
migration betw
ween the clo
ouds. For exaample, if pub
blic cloud
1 goes d
down, certa
ain data can
n be migrateed to publicc cloud 2 and specific applicationss can be
automattically started
d on public cloud
c
2 and the private cloud.
c
Anoth
her interestin
ng feature off a hybrid
cloud is the heterogeeneous nature of the clou
ud computin
ng environment that it offfers, thus alllowing a
companyy to have different cloud
d entities forr specialized
d tasks. For example,
e
pubblic cloud 1 could be
optimizeed for perforrmance, whiile the privatte cloud is optimized
o
forr security an
nd authenticcation for
certain applications. A solution
n with an ap
pplication ru
unning on th
he cloud pu
ublic 1 could
d retrieve
customeer authentica
ation service
e, database access tokens, etc. from
m the privatte cloud. Allso cloud
environm
ments can ex
xtend the rea
ach of a comp
pany by prov
viding increa
ased local ban
ndwidth and
d reduced
delay forr users in a given geogra
aphical regioon and can provide
p
geogrraphical diveersity (avoiding all of
the company’s recorrds being lostt or inaccessiible due to a network parrtition, flood
d, fire, etc.). Although
A
there arre some disa
advantages to
o heterogeneeity, such as increased complexity off configuratiion when
integratiing multiple cloud enviro
onments, esp
pecially when
n combining different IaaaS’s and SaaS
Ss.[12]

Figure 2-1
11:

An ov
verview of the hybrid cloud d
definition
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A problem with hybrid cloud deployment is the inevitable diversity of the underlying hardware
infrastructure and software. Getting all of these components to interact with one another without
difficulties depends on a lot of initial manual configuration. The goal of hybrid cloud computing is to
mesh the multiple cloud environments together, despite their differences – this requires cloud
orchestration. It is important to point out that this heterogeneity is also the strength of a hybrid cloud
deployment strategy.[13]

2.7

Related work

In this chapter we present work that has been conducted in the field of interest. Since the area is quite
new there have not been any larger studies with regards to funding and overall depth available to the
public, most work is being done behind closed doors at the large network companies, such as Cisco.
We have chosen to include the two following studies, the major related work done by Mr. Shin and
Gu we found very enlightening and correlated to some bits with our own study, thus being relevant to
include. Also the minor work where vulnerabilities within OpenFlow is being discussed.

2.7.1

Major related work

In 2013, Seungwon Shin and Guofei Gu showed that SDN introduces new security issues, mainly
resource consumption attacks - specifically DoS-attacks aimed at the control plane (SDN controller)
and the data plane. They set up a test environment consisting of one OpenFlow switch, an SDN
controller, and two hosts who communicate with each other. The maximum number of flow rules was
set to 1500 for the switch. The first test scenario sent packets at a rate of 50 packets per second (pps)
and each packet was crafted to generate a new flow table entry. This is the minimum rate for which it
was possible to flood an OpenFlow switch and SDN controller since the default timeout for a flow rule
is 30 seconds, hence 50 pps for 30 seconds is 1500 packets. At 600 pps it takes only ~3 seconds(!) to
flood the switch and overwhelm the SDN controller.

2.7.2

Minor related work

Varun Tiwari, Rushit Parekh, Vishal Patel in their “A Survey on Vulnerabilities of OpenFlow Network
and its Impact on SDN/Openflow Controller” [19] investigated vulnerabilities of an OpenFlow
network, specifically how an SDN controller could be interfered with. They briefly elaborate that the
used of the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol, as used in OpenFlow networks, does not per se
mean that the communication is secure. They also note that resource consumption attacks (caused by
generating illegitimate traffic flows) directed at an SDN controller can cause problems (as described in
Section 2.7.1). Their conclusions are sparse, but they stress that with SDN being a new field there
certainly is room for improvement.
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3 Methodology
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the research process used in this thesis, in
addition to the methodology we have applied to the conducted work, as was described in Section 1.5.

3.1

Research Process

The research process started with us discussing possible topics of interest with the networks
department of TeliaSonera. Looking ahead they saw great value in investigating SDN and the overall
virtualization of their infrastructure, but were unclear about possible security issues associated with
lower level virtualization. This resulted in TeliaSonera wanting us to provide them with a pilot study
on SDN, specifically how security issues related to SDN could affect Teliasonera’s data center
infrastructure.
After agreeing upon SDN as the topic for this thesis, we started our literature study to gain an
overview of the area. This literature study lasted for a couple of weeks.
The focus then shifted towards narrowing the subject of our research, this unfortunately took
longer than we first anticipated. Finally with the subject and research question in place we started
discussions with TeliaSonera based on our general view of SDN (obtained via our literature study).
We also conducted a series of simulations benchmarking an OpenFlow controller, POX – a singlethreaded controller. We had two perspectives when benchmarking, the goal was to find out what is the
biggest differentiator in terms of affecting overall system performance in terms of flows per second
(throughput). The differentiators being the number of switches and unique MAC-addresses (hosts or
VMs) within the network. We conducted our testing as two sets with three repetitions with the
relevant input data in order to compare the impact of varying the number of switches and hosts
respectively. First, we tested switches as a differentiator, with the number of switches being 10, 100,
and 1000 during the three repetitions, we later added the case of 500 switches – in order to get more
data. When testing hosts as a differentiator, we considered 10 000, 100 000 and 1 000 000 hosts per
switch.
Because our research process was solely based on the qualitative research methodology approach,
as we described in Section 1.5, the work process proceeded as follows:
1. Identifying a question - How well does SDN co-operate with TeliaSonera? And future security demands
in a rapidly shifting industry?
2. Review literature - What has been done in the field of interest? Similar studies?
3. Purpose of the study/question - The main purpose of this study is to give TeliaSonera insight in lower
level network virtualization in terms of security.
4. Define the problem area - What concepts and terms are today associated with SDN and related security
issues?
5. Target group - TeliaSonera and employees.
6. Road map - Specifies who will participate in this thesis project, and also how, when, and where insight
and content will be gathered and produced during this project.
7. Analyze literature - Analyzing the content we have gathered along the way and sum it up in text.
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3.2

Simulation environment

For this experiment we the following software was used and run on an Ubuntu 14.04.1 operating
system:
•
•
•
•

VirtualBox
Cbench
Mininet
POX

VirtualBox was used for the virtualization. We set up a VM, running Mininet on top of an Ubuntu
server. Cbench is a program for benchmarking OpenFlow controllers. The program works by
generating packet-in messages. Cbench also has the capability to emulate switches and hosts
connected to a controller. The number of switches and hosts are specified as argument when running
Cbench. The output from Cbench could be used to compare the performance of different controllers.
The controller that was used in this experiment was POX, a single-threaded controller implemented in
the Python programming language. Mininet was used for emulating a network consisting of virtual
hosts, switches, and controllers.
We accessed the Mininet VM that we created through VirtualBox via SSH. In one terminal
window we started the POX controller and in another window we ran Cbench altering the number of
switches and hosts in order to benchmark different scenarios.

3.3

Evaluation of the work process

When evaluating how well the work process actually worked, we realized that overall it should have
been conducted better. We did not clearly define points 3 and 4 (as described in Section 3.1) early
enough in time. This led us to do a lot of unnecessary work during this thesis project. This was a result
of having too wide a scope at the beginning of the project, with no clear purpose or problem area. The
overall focus on SDN and the security issues it brings was clear from the start, but aside from that, the
potential problem areas proved hard to define.
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4 Analysis
In this chapter we will analyze resource consumption attacks, how they affect TeliaSonera’s traditional
network today, and how this would differ if an SDN environment was implemented.
We will also investigate how TeliaSonera could work towards increasing the level of confidence
and trust in multi-tenancy solutions with a future implementation of SDN within their data centers. In
this particular case study, we have discussed the topic with our tutors and TeliaSonera employees
(mainly network architects). The analysis of this issue is based on our own academic thoughts
gathered from the literature studies and feedback & support from our discussions with TeliaSonera.

4.1

Resource consumption issues

We started with a case study of DoS-attacks on TeliaSonera’s data centers. During meetings with the
professionals in charge of load-balancing within TeliaSonera we realized that the case study regarding
DoS-attacks under normal conditions versus when there is a specific targeted service would not affect
the network traffic in a way that it would be visible within the data center. This occurs because in the
case of a DoS-attack, most of the malicious traffic would be stopped outside of the data center by the
firewalls at the edge of the data center once a DoS-attack has been detected. Even after mitigation of
the DoS-attack outside of the data center, there is still a risk that some of the malicious traffic might
leak into the data center. However, in the current architecture there is no protection against DoSattacks at the cloud service provider’s level. Therefore, it would not matter whether the network
architecture is virtualized using SDN or not, as the amount of damage done to the servers would be
the same when using the same underlying infrastructure. Note that there is some increased risk when
deploying SDN that the individual servers will be more heavily utilized (as illustrated in Figure 4-1),
thus additional load due to an attack on one of these services could exceed the remaining resources of
the underlying server. Additionally, there is a bottleneck effect to take into consideration when the
hardware and software networking devices fail due to enormous amounts of traffic, thus bringing
down one or more of these devices.
This realization was confirmed when discussing the issue with sales representatives from the
company F5 Networks. They provided us with a non-TeliaSonera view of the issue that helped us to
look at it from another point of view. This also made us more aware of the hollowness of the original
problem statement. We contacted our tutor, Daniel Alfredsson an IT- and networks architect, for his
input regarding the issue. He confirmed what we suspected; there would be no major difference in
terms of security regarding DoS-attacks on TeliaSonera’s data centers. Due to this, we felt we had
reached a dead end for further analysis of this particular issue as the focus of our thesis project was on
TeliaSonera’s data centers. A further analysis of this issue would be out of our scope, since DoSattacks are primarily mitigated outside of the data center’s network. However, one should note that
analysis of the traffic within the data center could be used to improve the detection of DoS attacks.
Figure 4-1 illustrates how illegitimate traffic from DDoS-attacks from the Internet are mitigated
and dropped in TeliaSonera’s networks today. TeliaSonera Internal Network (TSIN) is the network
within the data center (DC) site. TeliaNet is TeliaSonera’s access point to the internet for customers as
well as internal traffic. A DoS-protection system provided by Arbor Networks is deployed within
TeliaNet. This DoS-protection system works by collecting statistics and checking whether the traffic
matches certain patterns, given this information the system determines if certain traffic flows are
legitimate or illegitimate (i.e., coming from a DoS-attack). When an illegitimate traffic flow is
detected, the DoS-protection system reroutes these illegitimate packets and drops them off elsewhere.
Deploying the DoS-protection outside of the data center minimizes the probability of links to the data
center becoming clogged with illegitimate traffic. This placement of this solution outside of the data
center means that it is outside the scope of our thesis project, since our focus was on security issues of
the traffic within the data center space.
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Figure 4-1
1:

How a DDoS attack
k from the Interrnet is mitigate
ed by the netwo
ork outside of tthe data center (DC)

How
wever, consid
der DoS-attacks from anoother perspeective – specifically how ccould one po
otentially
circumvvent the secu
urity of a SDN
N network w
within the da
ata center. Ass described iin Section 2.2 a DoSattack aiims to consu
ume all resou
urces provideed by the tarrgeted service
e in order too lead to a breakdown
of this sservice and/o
or deny legittimate userss access to th
his service. Our
O academiic supervisorr pointed
out that in an SDN environment
e
t based on Op
OpenFlow, neew types of attacking
a
are possible beccause the
control plane is sep
parated from
m the data p
plane and moved
m
to a centralized point, i.e., the SDN
controlleer, thus there must be co
ommunicatioon between th
hese two pla
anes (via the OpenFlow protocol).
p
For exam
mple, this co
ommunicatio
on occurs wh
hen the data plane of a sw
witch receivees a frame th
hat is not
he SDN controller. The controller th
recognizzed, then thee switch has to contact th
hen makes a decision
about wh
hat to do witth this frame
e, either drop
p the frame or
o add a new flow entry too the flow tab
ble in the
switch sso that the next
n
time a similar fram
me arrives th
he switch wo
ould know ho
how to forwa
ard it. By
exploitin
ng this functtion of OpenF
Flow there iss potential fo
or DoS-attac
cks that targeet the SDN controller
c
(much aas the attack
k described in
n Section 2.77.1 did) and to target th
he data planee’s bandwidtth to and
from th
his controllerr. The proce
edure of maaking flow requests (also packet-inss) and modiifications
consumees resources of the contro
ol plane. Thu
us after a cerrtain numberr of requests within a sho
ort period
of time tthe SDN con
ntroller woulld be flooded
d and hence would have difficulties tto handle alll of these
requestss. The data plane
p
would also
a be affectted as all preevious flow re
equests sent to the contrroller and
processeed have prod
duced new flow rules and
d actions (flo
ow modificattions and paacket-outs) le
eading to
an increeased consum
mption of th
he resources of the data plane in botth the netwoork and in th
he switch
itself. Pllacing all of these
t
bogus flow
f
entries into the flow
w table could
d also hinderr normal trafffic flows,
especiallly if the attaccker can gen
nerate enough
h new flow table
t
entries to force entrries for valid
d ongoing
traffic to
o be flushed out
o of the flo
ow table.
Figu
ure 4-2 illusttrates an exa
ample of thee process of consuming all resourcess (hence mo
ounting a
DoS-attaack) of an Op
penFlow ena
abled switch by sending appropriately
a
y formed fraames. In this case, we
assume that the flow
w table can sttore up to 10
0 000 differeent flow ruless. Each packket sent from
m the host
(10.0.0.11) to the desttination IP address (20.0
0.0.1) had a different
d
desttination portt in order to make
m
the
switch aask the contro
oller for a ne
ew flow rule for each fram
me. This could lead to an
n excessive nu
umber of
packet-in messages being
b
sent by the switch,, and an exceessive number of flow-m
modification messages
m
being seent back by the
t controlle
er, causing fflooding of both
b
the control- and daata planes. All
A of this
dependss upon whetther new flow
w entries wiill have to be created wiith the only difference being
b
the
destinattion port. Ho
owever, it is often moree complicated
d than this. A combinati
tion of altere
ed match
fields m
might be need
ded for a paccket-in messsage to be geenerated. In our simulati
tion we will show
s
the
effects o
on the contro
oller of frame
es coming froom multiple unique
u
MAC
C-addresses.
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Figure 4--2: Performing a DoS-attack by
b taking adva
antage of vulne
erabilities in Op
penFlow (adap
pted from slide 11 of [20]
and slid
de 16 of [21]).

4.2

M
Multi-tenan
ncy issues
s

For TeliiaSonera an SDN implem
mentation wi
within a data center woulld be done bby initially creating a
small deeployment fo
or selected cu
ustomers to participate in.
i This wou
uld serve as a use case fo
or further
and broaader implem
mentation of SDN within
n TeliaSonera
a’s data centers worldwid
de. It is important to
stress th
he fact that the main issue is not th
he technolog
gical aspectss of multi-teenancy. Toda
ay multitenancy is achieved by logical issolation throough VLANs, VLAN stac
cking (or Qin
nQ), or VXLA
ANs[22].
These aapproaches divide
d
the physical netw
works, appliccations, and
d database in
nstances intto logical
segmentts for each customer.
c
Th
he problem we investiga
ate is not a technologicaal issue, but rather a
psycholo
ogical issue - how to inccrease the cu
ustomers’ lev
vel of trust and help them
m gain confiidence in
these so
olutions. Furtthermore, th
hese solution
ns are becoming more and more virtu
ualized, thus multiple
customeers share the underlying hardware.
h
H
History has sh
hown that ne
ew technologgies often are
e a target
for skep
pticism, as was
w server virtualization ~10-15 yearrs ago. Today
y network vi
virtualization
n is going
through the same cyycle. Togeth
her with our tutors at TeeliaSonera, we
w felt it woould be of in
nterest to
considerr this psycho
ological probllem because of the subjecct we had chosen, as it afffects the dep
ployment
and ado
option of SDN
N and could
d potentially impede the overall driv
ve towards ne
network virtu
ualization
and adop
ption of clou
ud environme
ents.
The most importtant points we
w learned froom our discu
ussions with TeliaSoneraa concerned:

•
•
•

SLAs
Automattization, and
Redunda
ancy both pathp
and daata wise

Of tthose three, we think the
e SLA is thee most impo
ortant point,, because an
n SLA define
es exactly
what thee customer expects
e
from the service p
provider. An SLA codifiess the custom
mer’s requirem
ments for
computiing and storrage capacitty as well ass the requirred security and overalll the experience the
customeer is paying for.
f
The SLA
A could for eexample incllude a speciffication of th
he minimum
m uptime,
scalabiliity, availabillity, etc. Fiinding apprropriate metrics to ratte and com
mpare the statistical
s
measureements of a service is im
mportant. U
Unfortunately
y, unlike me
etrics for com
mputing and
d storage
capacityy, today therre are no co
omparable m
metrics for availability
a
and
a
uptime. Currently the cloud
providerrs themselvees collect their own datta - which iss not necesssarily incorre
rect, but is definitely
d
biased. This leaves customers wondering
w
iff they are getting
g
the services that they are pa
aying for
accordin
ng to their SL
LA.
Auttomatizatio
on concerns the constan
nt striving by
b humanity
y to automatte manual processes
p
(regardless of the in
ndustrial secttor) in orderr to ease hum
mans’ work and to elimiinate (or red
duce) the
possibiliities and imp
pact of huma
an error. Tod
day a single mistake in a configuratiion file could
d end up
destroyiing a whole process
p
with
hin a data ceenter, thus in
nterrupting availability
a
aand possibly
y opening
the dataa center up fo
or a variety of
o security breeaches. Auto
omatization (hence
(
less “h
hands-on” co
ontrol) is
desirable because TeliaSonera
T
and most oother IaaS-p
providers wiish to gain the benefitss of this
automattization. TeeliaSonera’s current clooud servicee is built on an un
nderlying trraditional
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infrastructure, with virtualization mainly within the server space combined with isolation via VLANs.
Because of this underlying infrastructure, certain steps require manual configuration when setting up
a service for a customer. Additionally, manual maintenance and updates of hardware and software
could end up causing trouble; therefore, the entire industry seeks to minimize the amount of “handson” operations required.
This bringing us to the need for redundancy of all of the different types of resources, as a
customer of a cloud service wants constant accessibility to their data and services. However, this is
counter to the effort by cloud providers to adopt a lean production approach to preserve value while
minimizing work (and costs). Ensuring availability of cloud services requires both automatization and
scheduled maintenance & updates of software during times when the data center and these services
are lightly loaded. Logging and sniffing traffic flows is important due to the fact that cloud
environments have allowed providers to over-subscribe their services (i.e., they have accepted more
subscriptions than they have simultaneous resources for), which would not have been possible with a
single-tenant deployment.
Another interesting topic arose during discussions with TeliaSonera, but was left out of the
previous list of points. This topic concerns what to do when a customer wants to move from one cloud
provider to another. With cloud computing being a relatively new concept there are currently no
standardized way of doing a migration of functionality, e.g., an application. Migration of storage on
the other hand is easier, although there are no cloud provided tools for such data migration today.
This issue was investigated by Vytautas Zapolskas in his thesis on “Securing Cloud Storage
Service”[23], where he discusses possibilities for data migration between different cloud providers.
Full storage migration is best done today by using personal storage or a FTP-server to act as an
intermediary during transmission between different cloud environments. Unfortunately, because of
different underlying software and supporting libraries, certain applications are not suitable for every
cloud environment. This also raises the question of whether after a successful migration; can a
customer ensure that their data is properly deleted from the earlier cloud provider’s infrastructure?
This typically would be solved via an agreement where questions and certain grey zones are specified.
However, a more secure approach is to keep the data only in encrypted format – then change the keys
when the data is migrated.
Regarding deletion of data, another highly psychological issue is that of who is responsible for the
data placement in a public cloud. On one hand, this issue could be addressed by a well-defined SLA,
but customers could also encrypt their data when storing it in the cloud. Although storing documents
of high secrecy is probably unsuitable for a public cloud service today, it is however clearly a goal of
many storage providers to do so.
TeliaSonera has the opinion that a certain number of their network services fit the cloud well,
while some services are better suited for a more traditional, single-instance approach. Additionally,
there are customers who demand very high security solutions, such as defense industries, government
agencies, etc. From the customer’s point of view there is the possibility to adopt a hybrid or private
cloud deployment to ensure that certain data is not shared with a third-party – but this requires
retaining appropriate resources and competence in-house (and both come at a high price).

4.3

Benchmarking OpenFlow Controller

During our testing we looked into how the number of switches as well as hosts is affecting system
overall performance in regards to flows per second (fps). Testing using both switches as well as unique
MACs (hosts) as the differentiators, the analysis are displayed as well described in text in the following
subsections.

4.3.1

Switches being the differentiator

Looking into our first test, which was with switches being the differentiator. Figure 4-3 shows the
responses per second occurring as we increased the number of switches as 10n, for n=1 to 3. For each
repetition, the number of hosts was a static 1 000 when benchmarking switches. The higher the rps
value the better the performance of the controller. The results are displayed in Figure 4-3 in terms of
thee average responses per second (rps).
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Switches as differentiator
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Figure 4-3:

Average responses per second for 10, 100, and 1 000 switches with a static 1 000 hosts

We quickly noticed the significant drop in rps in the range from 100 to 1 000 switches. We
suspected that in the range from 100 to 1 000 switches some switches were probably not able to
transmit packet-ins to the controller, due to an overload of the controller. In the interval in which the
drop was largest (i.e., between 100 and 1 000), we introduced a fourth repetition with 500 switches.
As shown in Figure 4-4 when benchmarking using 500 switches, this configuration had a better
average rps than when using 1 000 switches, the controller could also not handle the packet-ins even
for 500 switches. As future work it would be interesting to introduce intermediate numbers of
switches between 100 and 500 to see just where the behavior changes.
The benchmarking results, showing the exact numbers and min/max values for responses per
second are shown below with terminal input and output for the four repetitions of the test when
varying the number of switches:
cbench –c localhost –p 6633 –m 10000 –l 10 –s 10 –M 1000 –t
RESULT: 10 switches 10 tests min/max/avg/stdev =
8652.12/8882.30/8813.28/80.07 responses/s
cbench –c localhost –p 6633 –m 10000 –l 10 –s 100 –M 1000 –t
RESULT: 100 switches 10 tests min/max/avg/stdev =
5909.37/7118.32/6793.67/378.02 responses/s
cbench –c localhost –p 6633 –m 10000 –l 10 –s 500 –M 1000 –t
RESULT: 500 switches 10 tests min/max/avg/stdev =
0.00/3623.29/1229.18/1373.87 responses/s
cbench –c localhost –p 6633 –m 10000 –l 10 –s 1000 –M 1000 –t
RESULT: 1000 switches 10 tests min/max/avg/stdev =
0.00/1869.84/207.76/587.63 responses/s
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4.3.2

Switches being the differentiator showing the results for 10, 100, 500, and 1 000.

MAC-addresses (hosts) being the differentiator

Unlike the results of the first test with increasing numbers of switches, the results of the second test
showed the decrease in performance varied linearly with log10 of the number of hosts, as measured
with 10n hosts, for n=1 to 6. The switches and controller were able to handle all the packet-ins sent at a
better rate, although the overall system performance is decreasing it is not decreasing significantly.
The test results are displayed in Figure 4-5 in terms of the average responses per second.
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Hosts being the differentiator showing the results for the number of hosts being; 10 000, 100 000,
and 1 000 000 on a set of 10 switches

Should we have done the same for 10 000 000 and more hosts the linear decrease is expected to
continue if all parameters are the same. If more switches are added in combination with increasing
number of hosts, performance is likely to drop even quicker as shown in the previous section
regarding switches as the differentiator.
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The terminal input and output was:
cbench –c localhost –p 6633 –m 10000 –l 10 –s 10 –M 10000 –t
RESULT: 10 switches 10 tests min/max/avg/stdev =
8176.24/8280.35/8253.60/31.46 responses/s
cbench –c localhost –p 6633 –m 10000 –l 10 –s 10 –M 100000 –t
RESULT: 100 switches 10 tests min/max/avg/stdev =
8109.62/8286.99/8203.98/53.77 responses/s
cbench –c localhost –p 6633 –m 10000 –l 10 –s 10 –M 1000000 –t
RESULT: 500 switches 10 tests min/max/avg/stdev =
7987.79/8251.91/8150.44/84.87 responses/s
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5 Conclusions and Future work
In this chapter, we will introduce the conclusions we have come to. We also present what hindered us
from reaching to definite conclusions in some cases and how this affected us. What we deemed out of
our scoped we summarized in Section 5.3. Finally, we have reflected on our work and what it (SDN)
could mean, socially, ethically, economically, and environmentally over time.

5.1

Conclusions

In this section, we present our conclusions on the work we have done over the course of this thesis
project. The conclusions are gathered from Chapter 4, where we analyzed and presented data and
ideas regarding the problem definition we described in Section 1.2.

5.1.1

New vulnerabilities in network security arise with SDN

With the introduction of a centralized SDN controller for the network, there are several possibilities to
interfere with this controller, both internally and externally. An example of internal damage is the
possibility of a configuration error that spreads throughout the network due to the centralized
controller. Important to note is that this is also a problem with today’s method of step-by-step (or
device-by-device) configuration, but the extent of possible damage is wider with SDN because one
single modification in the controller can affect multiple devices. In Section 5.2 and in Appendix A we
further describe problems related to human error, specifically how the effects of such errors could
affect overall trust of customers in SDN solutions.
The idea of attacking the SDN controller by flooding the control- and data plane with unique and
new flow modification messages (i.e. introducing a large number of new flow rules) could be mitigated
by adopting an SDN policy that overrides the decision to create new packet-in messages by replacing
them with wider match fields. Widening the match fields will results in fewer packet-in messages
being created by the data plane, while still forwarding traffic. However, these wider rules may lead to
sub-optimal forwarding decisions.

5.1.2

Gaining trust in SDN solutions

As stated earlier, since trust is a rather psychological issue it is hard to say that we have achieved our
goals (as stated in Section 1.2). However, it is possible to state some ideas of how to solve the problems
faced, i.e. how to establish trust amongst TeliaSonera’s broad (potential) customer base.
Standardization is of great importance for all the points regarding SLAs and automatization in the
future, as mentioned in Section 2.6. Standards that are widely used throughout the industry and
standards with metrics for providers to follow will enable both cloud providers and customers to
compare their expected performance with actually delivered performance. These metrics will make it
easier for customers to compare cloud providers and to make their decisions.
As of today, the metrics regarding computing and storage resources are easy to understand, i.e.,
the capacity of the CPU and the amount of available storage space. However, there are no standard
metrics for comparison of accessibility and uptime for cloud environments, other than the service
provider’s own data, which is not always that informative or unbiased.

5.1.3

Benchmarking of POX controller

The testing we conducted lead us to the conclusion that it is possible to consume all resources of an
OpenFlow controller which in turn denies or slows down access time for legitimate users. As our
testing showed, a relatively small number of switches is needed to affect a single-threaded controller,
it also showed for a linear decrease of performance when increasing the numbers of hosts each with
unique MAC-addresses.
If someone is about to attack an SDN controller it is possible by altering specific match fields in
this case the MAC-address when a switch encounters an incoming packet with an unknown source
MAC-address for which there are no flow rules set in the flow table, then a look-up will take place, a
packet-in message will be sent to the controller. By repeating this using a lot of different hosts with
unique MAC-addresses it is possible to exhaust the controller. In a real-life scenario an attacker could
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mount a DDoS attack by infecting multiple computers and altogether directing a massive load of
traffic towards the target.

5.2

Limitations

The psychological aspect of gaining trust is hard to anticipate in a customer segment without
performing large scale surveys of these customers. We did not conduct a larger scale survey, instead
we arranged meetings via TeliaSonera with representatives of several large networking companies (F5
Networks, Cisco Systems, and VMware) to gain qualitative insight. We did also participated in a
smaller networking conference at Stockholm Water Front where we had the chance to speak to
representatives from Arista Networks and Nuage Networks (Cisco, VMware, and F5 were also
represented at this conference). While providing us with great class insight into the problems of lower
level virtualization and the related trust issues, we did not gain a broad opinion and or deeper insight
into the matter, but rather found a very industry specific vision. This is a limitation when trying to
show results concerning the trust issues related to lower level virtualization and SDN combined with
multi-tenancy.
Since SDN is a relatively new technology, the chances of getting to experiment with it were limited
during the time of the project. In addition, the total duration for the thesis caused us consider right
from the start whether to try to set up an environment for experimenting or not. We decided not to
configure such an experimental environment in order to conduct an experiment due to the limited
time frame and what we initially perceived as the lack of the necessary network equipment needed for
such experiments.

5.3

Future work

In Section 5.1 we mentioned that in TeliaSonera the most commonly occurring DoS-attacks are
mitigated outside of the data center. Hence, another student could possibly investigate this topic in
the future. An issue that could be evaluated is the coupling of information from within the data center
and the data available in the external DoS mitigation tool. Future work could include a practical
demonstration of a DoS-attack on an SDN environment (such as might be deployed within a data
center) and then examine methods for detecting and mitigating such an attack.
A broader survey to gain overall insight into the trust issues related to SDN in a multi-tenancy
environment should be further explored.

5.4

Reflections

We have encountered different aspects and reflections during our thesis project. In the numerous
discussions with TeliaSonera and overall the business side of the project we have discussed economics
and possibilities of lowering costs, in accordance with the aim of this thesis project. With a future
implementation of SDN in TeliaSonera’s data centers, TeliaSonera’s representatives have high hopes
of lowering operating and capital expenditures. This would lead to standardizing network equipment
to a higher degree than is possible today, easier configuration/management, and further exploitation
of pooling (in order to make better use of available resources). What is important to remember is that
these desires are the source of the overall drive for SDN within the industry – all in the interest of
lowering capital and operating costs.
Ethical aspects of our thesis project are primarily linked to the trust issues regarding the
multi-tenancy issues that we have investigated. Throughout this thesis, we have taken this aspect into
consideration and placed a strong emphasis on it since we feel that this is important for net neutrality
and the preservation of user integrity online.
Social and environmental aspects of our work are more difficult to point out. However, gains on
the environmental side are quite obvious since SDN allows increased virtualization, leading to
substantial gains since hardware will be more standardized and networking devices can be virtualized
– both potentially increasing the useful lifetime of this equipment (further minimizing the amount of
electronic waste created in a period of time). Additionally, as noted earlier in the thesis virtualization
enables multiple VMs to be run on the same hardware, thus allowing other hardware to be powered
off – thus saving electrical energy and reducing cooling requirements. The resulting higher utilization
of the underlying hardware, while meeting the customer’s needs, also minimizes the amount of
hardware that is actually needed – providing both economic and environmental benefits.
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Socially there is a possibility for downsizing the amount of personnel working hands-on with data
centers, thus lowering the operating expenditures we mentioned earlier and enabling people to be
deployed elsewhere in the organization – perhaps in more socially (and economically) relevant ways.
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Appendix A: The network infrastructure of TeliaSonera
In this thesis project, we look specifically at one of TeliaSonera’s data centers in Sweden. The data
center that we looked at is a Dual Data Center (DDC) located outside of Stockholm. A DDC consists of
two data centers at different sites that are interlinked to enhance continuity, redundancy, and overall
robustness of operations (e.g. computing and storage) [24]. The data centers feature similar hardware
and overall network design. The connection between the data centers and their respective server
clusters is usually through split high-speed optical fiber. The two data centers in a DDC are typically
located within 60-80 kilometers of each other. This distance limitation is due to the attenuation of the
signal within the optical fiber as after 60-80 kilometers repeaters are needed to regenerate the signal.
Locating the data centers within 60-80 kilometers of each other avoids the need for a repeater; hence,
there is one less network component that might fail.
TeliaSonera’s data centers consist of a variety of different hardware managing routing and
switching (also routing switches) for edge as well as core duties throughout the data center.
The main difference between a core and an edge switch is that the core switch is built to process
and forward traffic as fast as possible. In traditional data center architecture the core switches are
often topologically found in the midst of the data traffic, between the gateways out of the data center
and gateways onto the server clusters. A core switch might also serve traffic coming to and from a
nearby internal firewall. In contrast, edge switches (or routing switches) are placed on the edges of a
network, for example as gateways to server clusters or as a gateway out of the network. An edge device
forwards traffic to or from the internal network
A routing switch is a network device that combines the switch-functionality of forwarding packets
based on layer 2 media access and control (MAC) addresses and the router-functionality of forwarding
packets based on layer 3 IP addresses.
TeliaSonera’s DDC’s use Cisco’s FabricPath (described in Section 2.3.4) for communication within
the data center. FabricPath is a technology that combines a traditional spanning-tree with a link-state
protocol to allow loop-free communication over several paths (hence it is provides a multipath
forwarding scheme). Exploiting multiple paths is of great importance for traffic flow, reducing latency,
and enhancing the overall reliability of communication within the data center. Using only a spanningtree protocol would eliminate all but one path to avoid loops. As a result FabricPath enables much of
the typical layer 3 functionality (e.g. multipathing routing) at layer 2.
The routing protocol used by TeliaSonera and many other data center owners is Intermediate
System to Intermediate System (IS-IS). IS-IS is an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) using Dijkstra’s
algorithm. IS-IS is a link-state routing protocol (similar to Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)), thus
every router constructs a graph of the topology of the complete network by sharing connectivity
information with neighbors and then successively floods this information to the network. At each
router, this information is stored in a link-state database (LSDB). Whenever a link fails, the neighbors
will take note of this failure and spread this information to the rest of the network. As a result data is
always forwarded in the best way possible, from a topological standpoint, within the network. As IS-IS
an IGP protocol, thus it is used within a specific domain, while Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) can be
used for routing between different domains.[25]
In contrast, the Routing Information Protocol (RIP) is a distance-vector based routing protocol.
This means that each router shares network topology in a vector with numbers of hops to a
destination. RIP sends these update either when a change occurs or (nearly) periodically (every ~30
seconds). In contrast, in link-state routing protocols network devices gather about their neighbors and
inform the network of changes of the network’s topology. A major disadvantage of RIP is the limit to 15
hops, which means that the protocol cannot be used in large networks, such as those in TeliaSonera’s
data centers.
TeliaSonera uses a wide variety of server operating systems (OSs) mainly because of older legacy
network services that are still supported. The complete infrastructure is virtualized to some extent,
although this virtualization is mainly of the servers. For the newer cloud platform, a majority of the
servers are running Red Hat Enterprise (RHEL) and Microsoft’s Windows Server OSs. These two OSs
were chosen because they have been operating successfully with virtualization for a long time. This has
instilled trust and increased the overall confidence in virtualized solutions.
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